
Neptune in Astrology 

 
Neptune transits 10-14 years per sign. Neptune has a 60 190 day solar orbit through the zodiac  
 

 

 The Basics  

Neptune is the 8th and most distant planet in our solar system (Pluto being classified a Dwarf). 
Much intrigue and mystery surround this remote blue orb. Neptune is not visible to the naked 



eye, yet the ancients included it in their pantheon long before it’s discovery in 1846. Which 
would suggest two things, that they were handed down knowledge from a previous advanced 
civilization or they possess a level of technology that has since been lost? The Indian myths 
suggest priests would astral travel, gaining the knowledge of Neptune in that fashion. One fact 
does remain, through-out history Neptune and its harmonic attributes have acted as guides over 
the abyss. The vast ocean of consciousness, both in this realm and others. Those using 
Neptunian energy in positive light will experience deep levels of concentration, the ability to 
predict events and artistically dive into worlds previously only dreamt of. Such energy should be 
handled with care, Neptunian resonance creates the perfect stage for high levels of magic to 
occur, such is its sensitivity to the subtle bodies that surround us. Neptune rules the 12th House 
which represents Sub-conscious, psychological and mystic realms. Neptune rules Pisces and 
his water elements and mutable qualities.  
 
 

 
 

Meditation 
 

 
 

● Tuning Pitch Hz 
○ 422.87 

 
● Audible Frequency 

○ 211.44 
 



● Audible Tone 
○ A 

 
● Octave Number 

○ 81 
 

● Color  
○ Light Green 

 
● Body Part 

○ Feet 
 

● Sephirot 
○ Kochma 

 
 

 
 

Characteristics and History  
 

 
EA yields the trident in ancient Sumar, next, Poseidon Greek God of the Sea & Neptunus in Rome 
 



Ancient Sumerian tablets contained in the Enuma Elish and Atra-Hasis depict a deity by the 
name of EA Enki -Lord of the Water - it is here we first see trident symbolism. Astonishing and 
perplexing to fathom how such ancient civilizations had knowledge of the celestial bodies. 
Mystery has always surrounded Neptune, much like the ocean being uncharted and unknown to 
sailors of old, our connection to the spiritual world or collective conscious remains an enigma. 
Neptune acts as a buffer between worlds. Imagine floating effortlessly in a limitless ocean, 
you’re at the mercy of the tides and what lay beneath but like most Neptunian feel completely at 
ease surrendering to the invisible universal waves. The sign of the explorer, the captain sailing 
out into the great expanse in search of the unknown. Neptune is a slow-moving planet which is 
why it has a mass effect on generations. Without action, Neptune afflictions can leave one in a 
state of stasis, an unrealistic outlook or pseudo fantasy world. Most drug addictions are caused 
by Neptune imbalance. What’s the lesson here? make sure you bring something tangible back 
when traveling into sub-conscious realms. Unless you take action on your deepest desires and 
wishes, they remain that, just wishes. Neptune is exalted in Cancer, detriment in Virgo and falls 
in Capricorn.  
 
 

 
 

Things to Ponder 
 
Do you keep a dream book? Keeping track of your dreams can be an enlightening experience and 
help you along your spiritual journey. Simply keep a notepad by your bed, when the dream is fresh 
in thought write it down.  
 
Do you ever become fogged over? Perhaps a bit disillusioned and dreamlike? There’s absolutely 
nothing wrong with that. Just remember that you have a gift and gifts are best enjoyed when 
shared. Leaving yourself mentally exhausted doesn’t benefit anyone. Staying in the present 
moment simply means recognizing irrelevant thoughts that carry over day to day, these thoughts 
can block new exciting moments from happening. Shine a spotlight on them on watch them 
disappear.  
 
How do you fit into your generation? Are you an outlier, possessing vastly different ideologies 
than your peers? Neptune moves slow and affects entire generations differently. For great things 
to happen many have to come together under a common goal. How do you plan to help humanity 
march into the future?  
 
 

 
 

Want to show the world you love Neptune? 
 



Love your sign and want to fill your home with representations of your astrological self? We’ve 
built a beautiful poster that incorporates all the information you just read through and more, 
check it out! 
 
 
  
 


